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EP-109-04 Accuracy of diagnostic tests for childhood pulmonary tuberculosis: estimation via Bayesian latent class analysis
S Schumacher, M Van Smeden, N Dendukuri, M Nicol, M Pai, H Zar (Canada, South Africa)

M Bastard, A Hayrapetyan, N Sapaev, T Dlamini, S Khurkhumal, C Hewison, F Varaine, M Bonnet (France, Swaziland, Russian Federation)

EP-111-04 Role of chest X-ray in the diagnosis of intra-thoracic childhood tuberculosis
S Hissar, R Nathavitharana, B Velayutham, V Chandrasekaran, G Sharma, D Baskaran, S Swaminathan (India, USA)

EP-112-04 Increasing childhood TB notifications through systematic screening in public-sector hospitals in rural Pakistan
A Malik, F Amanullah, S Saleem, M Jaswal, H Hussain (Pakistan)

EP-113-04 Effect on empirical tuberculosis treatment on mortality of children with clinical suspicion of intrathoracic tuberculosis
M Bonnet, M Nansumba, M Bastard, P Orikiriza, P De Beaudrap, Y Boum li, J Kiwanuka, E Kumbakumba (Switzerland, France, Uganda)

EP-114-04 Impact of Xpert® sputum diagnostics in children with TB disease on treatment decision in a high-burden setting
J Bacha, J Benjamin, L Campbell, P Clowes, C Mangu, A Dinardo, K Ngo, A Mandalakas (Tanzania, United Rep., USA)

EP-115-04 Long-term safety, tolerability, and pharmacokinetics of delamanid in children aged 12-17
J Hafkin, M Gler, M Frias, A De Leon, N Hittel, L Geiter, C Wells, S Mallikaarjun (USA, Philippines)

EP-116-04 Poor bacteriological yield of alternative sampling strategies for paediatric tuberculosis at a primary care clinic in Johannesburg, South Africa
C Hanrahan, L Mutunga, J Bassett, H France, S Omar, N Ismail, H Dansey, A Van Rie (USA, South Africa)

C Stillson, H Okatch, R Frasso, L Mazhani, T David, T Arscott-Mills, L Ntshimane, A Steenhoff (USA, Botswana)